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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION Subject: | | Battle Class: | Sword/Archer Weapons: | *Sword | *Bow Movements: | *Dash | *Vault | *Climb Position: | Central Strategies: | Awakening Knight Weakness: | High fall damage Cons Power Cost: | Low Defense/Sp.A: | Low Hit Points: | Low Other Abilities: | Trip, Splash Abilities: |
*Force | *Shield | *Stance | *Siege, Cannon Attack A: | Strike Attack B: | Strike Attack C: | Strike Attack D: | Strike Attack E: | Strike Attack F: | Strike Attack G: | Strike Attacks CD: | 3 sec Character: | Cyclops Class: | Archer Weapons: | *Mace | *Arrow Movements: | *Climb, Vault | *Jump, Dash Position: | Far

Strategies: | Striking Archer Weakness: | Low Defense, Danger zone Cons Power Cost: | Low Defense/Sp.A: | Low Hit Points: | Low Other Abilities: | Trip, Guard, Ignore, Self shield Abilities: | *Vitality | *Holy weapon | *Shield | *Regeneration | *Siege, Cannon Attack A: | Arrow Attack B: | Arrow Attack C: | Arrow
Attack D: | Arrow Attack E: | Arrow Attack F: | Arrow Attack G: | Arrow Attacks CD: | 3 sec Character: | Grand Duke Class: | Sword Weapons: | *Sword Movements: | *Climb | *Dash | *Vault Position: | Far Strategies: | Artillery Knight Weakness: | High fall damage Cons Power Cost: | Low Defense/Sp.A: | Low Hit

Points: | Low Other Abilities: | Trip, Block

Elden Ring Features Key:
Character Creation System: Develop your adventurer with a new story that creates your own character and history to lay the foundation for play.

Great Action and Complexity: With the randomly structured dungeons that can be accessed in a variety of points of interest, you will be challenged by high enemy strength and action that do not allow for a sluggish pace.
Class Customization: Only those who want to develop their character can derive maximum benefits from the class, by which they are able to improve strength, magic, and other abilities.

Automated Item Production: Based on an updated and unified system of item management, you can easily manage the battle items of your adventurer by yourself.
Sidequests: Gather information to expand your party and find out what’s going on in the Lands Between.

Cartridge version features:

Characters: 8 maximum adventurers.
Level Limit: 255 maximum level.
Stat Points: Highly accumulative to the player’s overall level to add free growth in HP and MP.
Gender: Genders of the male and female can be freely selected.
Dungeons: Three different types of dungeons including field, labyrinth, dungeon.
Map: 12 dungeons in total, which are randomly structured during play.
NPCs: 10 different words that appear in the game exist.
Store: You can check details on items such as statistics, pictures, etc.

Recommended requirements for Android:

Android 4.0 or higher: Okay for most Android devices, although there will be slight differences.
Android 3.0: Plays fine with Android 3.0, although there may be slight differences.

Game Features:

General -
-Game system of Tarnished Universe
-Adventures with diverse storylines from the battle between three races - Human, Elven, and Dwarven civilizations
-Class customization system that adopts flexible combinations between strength, the magic of Chlorophyte, and so on
-Development of adventurer using 
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※ Screenshots were taken from the Android build, so you might get a bit of delay ※ There might be a weird bugs due to porting the game to Android since it was originally released on PC/Wii U ※ Some of the sounds (such as sword sounds, music, and battle sound) might be missing and some assets
might be borrowed from other games ------------------------ CHARACTERS ------------------------ Millionaire Dutiful The protagonist of the story. Called "Dutiful" by other nobles, he is a child of nobility but a child of the poor. A man who has ever been able to stay at the top, he feels the pain of the normal people.
His combat capabilities is extremely poor and he is known as the Emperor's favorite champion, so he tends to protect people with his prowess to earn the favor of the young emperor. Supporting Characters A knight from the land of the dragon, who has been given a task to protect the child of nobility.
A rich man, whom in exchange for the loan of gold to the village he comes to help the nobles. He has hidden his intentions from the nobles. A dragon princess, who upon hearing a riddle from the young emperor is allowed to enter the palace, and has taken up an interest in Dutiful. Protagonists
Emperor, the young emperor. Emperor's older sister, the Empress. Royal adviser, a person who was also one of the supporting characters, and who told the Emperor his true identity. The head of the royal court, who was the person who judged Dutiful upon his return from the eastern frontier. A noble
woman of the same village as Dutiful, the young Dutiful's mother. Character Progression You can recruit a party of four people via Multiplayer with matching power and strength. In the field, you can level up your characters by defeating monsters, and in this process, you can set an action to progress to
the next level or end the quest. You can switch to the next level after reaching a certain level and defeating certain number of monsters, set an action or end the game. ・ACTION SETTING When you set an action, you can set some options depending on the level you are in. Each action can be done by
selecting different characters. ・QUESTS bff6bb2d33
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Gameplay Elden Ring game: To experience the full power of the TARNISHED PLAYERS GROUP (TPSG), please connect your account to Facebook or PlayStation Network. If you already have a PlayStation Network account, you can log in with it to take advantage of certain game features. To log in with
your account, go to HOME > PLAY ONLINE > “PlayStation Network” > LOG IN. If you do not have a PlayStation Network account, or if you want to create a new one, click the “PLAY ONLINE” button in the main menu. You can follow the on-screen instructions from there. THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. •
Tarnished user-generated content Tarnished, the first user-generated content game powered by social network, is a fantasy action RPG in which you create your own character with skills and bring it to life. • Overcoming Fear With TARNISHED, you are not the sole creator of your story, but you can
define the characters and write the game yourself. You are in charge of developing your player-character, and your own character will become stronger or more vulnerable in a completely original way. In addition, you will experience suspenseful twists and react to the evolving world of Tarnished. •
Play alongside Tarnished users around the world With TARNISHED, you can play from a network of players all over the world. You can connect, trade, recruit and form teams with your friends, and join up in battle with other players. S E C R E T : GET TOKENS AND EARN, AND CASH IN ON THE LAND OF
BONES: TWITTER | FACEBOOK | TWEET: “Thanks for the update, Tarnished”

What's new in Elden Ring:

Play as a Tarnished Elite during the four week Early Access window. After launch, additional content will be available for purchase via the PlayStation®Store. For more details, please visit > 

DOUBLE EXPANSION
On July 16th, 2016, the Double Expansion will be released. In this expansion, you will get new special skills which will greatly enhance your gameplay experience, as well as new weapons and
armor to complete your fantasy action RPG.

The platinum trophy has been enhanced from 1024G to 2048G, and gold has been added to the common trophy icons and other trophies. Finishing the game on Easy mode for Platinum will be
easier in some places than others.
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DEVELOPER’S COMMENT

When you watch the images, you see each and every part.

The new game of DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round ROUND 2 have begunSince you are a member of the KONAMI FIGHTING CLUB, I want to highlight some important points.

Bringing you the most authentic KONAMI fighting experience, we are developing the game with the most advanced and realistic existing simulation based on our understanding of human
movement, injury and readying.

DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round ROUND 2game scenarios and much more.

I want to show you the first impression images of DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round ROUND 2 
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Matching effects of a money illusion, a perceptual bias, and a cognitive bias in lay decision making. In Experiment 1, people chose a safe, sure, or risky gamble after being presented with a
choice between two risky gambles of equal expected value. The safe gamble offered a higher return with a lower variance of wins and losses than either risky gamble, but people chose the
risky gamble over the safe gamble regardless of the level of uncertainty. However, having visualized two different types of risky gambles displayed side-by-side (high-uncertainty-high [HUH]
and low-uncertainty-high [LUH]) enabled people to infer the level of uncertainty associated with each gamble and select the gamble with the higher expected value. However, people selected
the HUH gamble even when the stakes and probabilities matched those of the LUH gamble. In Experiment 2, subjects' perceptions of win probabilities were manipulated by providing false
information about the variance of wins and losses associated with risky gambles. In one condition, subjects believed that high-return-low-variance gambles were more risky than low-return-
high-variance gambles, but in the other condition subjects believed that low-return-high-variance gambles were more risky than high-return-low-variance gambles. When subjects believed
that high-uncertainty gambles were more risky than low-uncertainty gambles, they selected safer, but risky, gambles over unsafe, but sure, gambles. Finally, in Experiment 3, subjects'
perceptions of risk were manipulated by presenting subjects with gambles where the variance of wins and losses was either known or unknown. Unbeknownst to the subjects, the variance
was actually manipulated. Subjects selected safe gambles over risky gambles when the gamble was known to have higher variance. However, when the variance was unknown, subjects were
less selective and selected both safe and risky gambles, irrespective of whether they believed that they should have selected safe or risky gambles. Overall, the results are consistent with the
idea that people's decisions are influenced by both a money illusion (false sensory evidence about the value of the payoffs) and a perceptual bias (false sensory evidence about the level of
uncertainty of the gamble). In addition, the results suggest that the valuation of safer, sure gambles is driven both by the value of these gambles and by a perceptual bias in which people
believe that safer gambles are safer. - 6
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Minimum: OS: Windows XP (32bit or 64bit) Processor: 2.4GHz CPU RAM: 512MB Disk Space: 500MB Network: Internet connection DirectX: Version 9.0 or later Recommended: OS: Windows 7 (32bit
or 64bit) RAM: 2GB Disk Space: 2GB To install the
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